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Second Issue Of "Alarm 
( lock * To Appear Todax

l

; On Sale at ^Neighbouring Stores For Five Cents — Five 
Hundred Extra Copies Ordered to Meet Demand — 

Vrtielcs Showing Literary Merit Accepted For Pub
lication — Contributions of Varied Interest And 
Opinion — Many Graduates And Undergraduate6 
Send Articles.

WITH an increase of five hundred copies over the total number 
of its first issue, the ‘Alarm Clock’ makes its second appear- 

, ance this morning. The publication, having recently been banned 
from sale upon the Campus, can nevertheless be procured in all 

| book stores around the college grounds, and copies will also be 
~ gold by students in front of

the entrances and gates to 
the Campus. The price of the
paper will be five cents.

Sponsored by Labor Clnb 
This paper, which is edited an 

sponsored by the McGill Labor Ciufc 
contains articles of a varied nature 
and cpinion. its purpose being main', 
to include in its pages compositions o; 
a literary merit and talent. Althorg. 
the club is interested in the League : ■ 
Social Reconstruction the editors w. ■

| it to be especially noted that it is i 
; no ways a means of propaganda, an 
■ that they will receive ail articles show 
, itig literary' ability irrespective ol .h 
line of opinion expressed in them.

Tire second issue of the “Alarn 
Clock"’ will contain contributions Iron ■ 
both graduates and undergraduates V 
the university. The leading article , 
one written Aÿ L. C. Marsh, gradual 
cf the London School cf EconwJ : 
and now director of Social Research 

1 at McGill, the subject being "Teclv 
i noeracy.:' Among other contribute:- 

are David Lewis, former president c. 
the Labor Club and now a Rhod: 
scholar at Lincoln College; Fred 
Stone, a graduate student in Econo
mics; Abraham Boston and Thlnio:,. 
Slattery, respectively in f; ;t and ae • 
ond year in Lav:, 

i Extra Copies Ordered
i Profiting’from-the experience of the 
| last issue and from the construoth 
■ criticism that was voiced followin;- 
I its publication, the editors give assu: •
I ance of a much better balanced pape:- 
: In order that another shortage in the 
! number of copies to be sold may no.
| occur as was witnessed at the firs 
! publication, an order for five hundred 
1 Continued on Page t

extra copies has already been made 
to meet the increasing demand.

Owing to the ban that was placed 
upon this paper by the University au
thorities for the reason that it not con
tain the official opinion of the college ; 
in general, copies will not be sold by' 
the janitors of the various buildings 
as is customary. Instead, they will be 

! on hand at all candy and book stores 
| around the University Campus, and 
will be sold to the students at the 
gates of the college grounds. It is ex
pected that this will not detract from 
the circulation of the paper.


